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... From the Chair

San Antonio was a delight. The River Walk alone was worth the trip; it is so much a part of the charm and downright liveability of the place. One did pause to wonder at how many librarians might have been fished out of the drink after too many potions at "Durdy Nellie's" drinking emporium on the River.

The meetings were not so much fun -- lots of work was done, reports read, and planning accomplished for L.A. and for the Round Table's future. A schedule for L.A. appears elsewhere, in this issue, or perhaps the next, depending on the speed of the N.Y.-to-Denver pony express.

As for MAGERT's future, it looks bright, with over 330 members, plenty of new leadership in the wings, a revised and strengthened constitution and by-laws, an organization (and how-to) manual for future officers, an established committee network, excellent relations between the Round Table and ALA headquarters.

Many thanks are due especially to Jim O'Donnell for great work as local arrangements coordinator for San Antonio. The visit to the Daughters of the Republic of Texas library, adjacent to the Alamo, and lunch at Schilo's delicatessen were both delicious! And thanks go to TLA GODORT for a super reception to which MAGERT was specifically and warmly invited.

... And from the Editor

First, the bad news (or the good news, depending on how you look at it) - as of Sept. of 1983, I'll be taking a leave of absence as Editor of base line; graduate school plus working full-time will take its toll. So - base line needs an Editor for 9/83-9/84 (longer, if the new Editor wishes to continue). Let me know if you're interested. I find it takes me about 8-10 hours every two months, and is quite delightful! Shall provide new Editor with a procedures manual. On to more cheerful news - Linda Sharp, our New Books/Haps/Advertising Editor, is doing superb work. And wait until you see JC's new cartoon (last page). Next deadline: APRIL 1 (no fooling), 1983.

A few comments on the MAGERT ALA/LA schedule that didn't quite make it in on the official schedule - the "official" MAGERT conference hotel is the Figueroa. RT open houses will be held (I hope I've got this right - can't find the note from David Cobb) Friday (a quiet evening for RT members) and Sunday (open to all?), at the Figueroa in Suite 101. Jim Walsh (Library, University of Wyoming, Laramie WY 82071;307/766-2174) would like to share a room with someone at the WAML spring meeting; get in touch with him if you're interested.

* 8-10pm both evenings
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With this issue, I am pleased to welcome a new contributor to this section. Shortly after 3(6) came out, Gil Baldwin at GPO called and offered to send citations for all GPO map records on OCLC, for inclusion in base line. Mary agreed with me that this was too good an opportunity to pass up, and GPO has come through beautifully. Thank you, GPO (Gil Baldwin, Jean S. Redmond, and Malathi K. Lakshman by name), and we look forward to seeing many GPO records in base line from here on out.

H.P. Schrank Jr. at DeLe has informed me that "The publication of...DeLe record numbers... does not constitute copyright infringement"; indeed, DeLe is "delighted" that we include record numbers.

Apropos of (2), Mary has informed me that brevity of citations is most welcome, due to postage constraints. Therefore, I will be putting in minimal citations where searchable information is available (e.g., OCLC #, ISBN, LCCN, etc.) Those without access to bibliographic utilities, contact me; I will have complete citations on file. Enough from me! - LCS

GPO records (grouped under main entry; incl. title, scale, SUDOC no., OCLC #, depos. item no.)

Central Intelligence Agency. IRAN. 1:4,000,000. PrEx 3.10/4:Ir 1/978 ; #6423785 ; 856-A-1.

MIDDLE EAST. 1:18,000,000. PrEx 3.10/4:M 58/4 ; #9128662 ; 856-A-1.

AFRICA. 1:40,000,000. PrEx 3.10/4:Af 8/4 ; #9128682 ; 856-A-1.

NICARAGUA. ca. 1:3,600,000. PrEx 3.10/4:N 51/2 ; #9128699 ; 856-A-1.

EUROPE. 1:22,000,000. PrEx 3.10/4:Eu 7/4 ; #9092295 ; 856-A-1.

MIDDLE EAST. ca. 1:2,500,000. PrEx 3.10/4:M 58/5 ; #9059568 ; 856-A-1.

PROVINCES OF THAILAND. ca. 1:7,000,000. PrEx 3.10/4:T 32/3 ; #9059546 ; 856-A-1.

SOUTHEAST ASIA. 1:23,000,000. PrEx 3.10/4:So 8 a/6 ; #9059568 ; 856-A-1.

SOVIET UNION petroleum refining & chemical industry. -- PrEx 3.10/4:So 8/10 ; #9034297 ; 856-A-1.

SOVIET UNION coal and major minerals. -- PrEx 3.10/4:So 8/9 ; #9034314 ; 856-A-1.


Army. Corps of Engineers. ECORCE CREEK, element 3 facility plan, Ml. ca. 1:55,000. D103.49/3:Ec 7/Plate A 1- ; #9099891. ECORCE CREEK flood protection stud. y, Ml. -- D103.49/3:Ec 7/Plate 1- ; #9099943.

Bureau of Land Management. CHALLIS planning unit, off-road vehicle travel plan. ca. 1:140,000. I 53.11:C 35 ; #9099838. 1982 resource management plan map, Kremmling Resource Area, Craig dist., COLO. -- I 53.11:K 88/ ; #9060673. Upper COLO. RIVER... ca. 1:80,000. I 53.11:C 71/5 ; #9034208.
Soil Conservation Service. VOLUSIA COUNTY, FLORIDA, soil interpretive map of soil drainage and water table depths. ca. 1:120,000. A57.68:V 88; #9103401. Important farmlands map, MCCURTAIN COUNTY, OK. ca. 1:126,720. A 57.69:M 13/2; #7112684. Important farmlands, CLARE COUNTY, MI. 1:50,000. A 57.69:C 54/2; #9128633.


Coastal Ecosystems Project. FLORIDA atlas of breeding sites for herons and their allies, 1976-78. (sc. differ) I 49.89:81/49; #9059985.


National Park Service. Big South Fork (TN and KY). ca. 1:100,000. I 29.8:B 48; #9095160; 651-A

GENERAL

2 large maps intended esp. as wall murals: WORLD political(9'1"x6'4"), #02608, $58.00; WORLD antique(8'3"x6'4"), #02609, $48.00. From Nat'l Geogr. Soc., Dept. 2521, Washington DC 20036

EUROPE
Karl Wenschow. Bundesrepublik Deutschland und Deutsche Demokratische Republik. #7692571; LCCN 80-690385/MAPS. (JC)

ASIA, ÁFRICA & PACIFIC
Geological Survey of Israel. New stratigraphic table of map units exposed in ISRAEL & SINAI. $6 from GSI, Library, 3 Malkhe-Israel St., Jerusalem. (MLL)

Ballentine, Bill (?). Cape Rodney to Okakari Point Marine Reserve NEW ZEALAND. NZMS 312. 3 shts. ? from Map Centre, Dept. of Lands & Survey, P.O. Box 6452, Te Aro, NZ. "World's first underwater habitat map" (MLL)

MT. FUJI. Tokyo: Cartographers Assn. of Japan, 198-. Cost unknown. (MLL)

AMERICAS
Map of Hillsboro Co., NEW HAMPSHIRE; reprint of 1858 as a "handsomely boxed folio". $24.95 (60 separate sheets) from Old Maps, P.O. Box 54, West Chesterfield, NH 03466. (MLL)

Perez Segura, Efren. Carta metalogenética de SONORA. #864451. (MLL)

Sherman, C.E. Original OHIO land subdivisions. 1982 repr. of 1925 map; $5.78 (+$.50 rolled) from Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources, Div. of Geol. Survey, Fountain Square, Bldg. B, Columbus OH 43224. (MLL)

A soil mapping system for CANADA. Rev. Free from Land Resource Research Inst., Research Branch, K.H. Neatby Bldg., Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa K1A 0C6. (MLL)

US GeoData: National Mapping Program. #904966. Free/depository item? (MLL)

Lysenko, Joseph C. Free air gravity anomaly map of ARIZONA. #8769662. (MLL)

West, Robert E. Bouguer gravity anomaly map of ARIZONA. #5216408; rev. of "Regional Bouguer gravity anomaly map of AZ", 1972. (MLL)
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ENERGIES: cont.

TENNESSEE VALLEY region map (TVA). 2 ed. available: 1) standard base map, 2) overprinted with index to 1:24,000-scale sheets. $10. + $3. post from TVA, Mapping Services Branch, 200 Haney Bldg., Chattanooga TN 37401 (MFL)

(NEO YORK. 1:250,000, 1983 ed. of NY State DOT's 4-sheet map. With 24-p. gazetteer (over 6,000 entries). $20. (gazetteer incl. with complete sets) or $5. per sheet, from Map Information Unit, NYS DOT, Albany NY 12232. Also: soon available, expanded ed. of NY State Atlas (same info. as 4-sht map, but in county maps, with nine metropolitan maps).

(MFL) (NYS DOT)

Energy, Mines and Resources CANADA. Maps of the nation's growth, 1867-1982. 3 maps (Confederation, Territorial Evolution, Canada), 1:7,500,000. Address on verso, which I did not receive (correction for next issue? please?) (MFL)


State of MINNESOTA atlas, 1982. 180 p. Thomas O. Nelson Co., Fergus Falls MN 56537. $27.50 plus $1.65 MN tax; order to Neil M. Thompson, 133 S. Mill St., Fergus Falls MN 56537; ck. payable to Thomas O. Nelson Co. No billing unless you are a school or a government (add $2. billing charge). (MFL)

MINNESOTA population change, 1970-1980 (CURA Pub. 82-7, Nov. 1982). Free from Ctr. for Urban and Regional Affairs, University of MN, 313 Walter Library, 117 Pleasant St. SE, Minneapolis MN 55455 (612) 373-7833. (MT)

MISSOURI highway & Transportation Dept. Missouri Traffic Map. Free from the Dept., Jefferson City MO, 65101. (JC)

Thompson, Kenneth C. Geologic map of Taney County, Mo. 1:62,500. $5. from Taney Co. Planning and Zoning Commission, Forsyth MO 65653. (JC)

Kansas Geological Survey. Geothermal resources of KANSAS. Free from The Survey, 1930 Avenue A, Campus West, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence KS 66044. (JC)

Oil and gas fields map of PENNSYLVANIA (Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survey Map #3). $3.40 ($4.20, mailed) ($2.26 PA tax, PA residents) to: "Commonwealth of Pennsylvania" (ck.) Dept. of General Services, State Book Store, P.O. Box 1365, Harrisburg PA 17125. (CP)

Geologic map of PENNSYLVANIA (BTGS map #1), 1981. Above address; $9.00 per copy (includes mailing) ($5.40 PA tax, PA res.) (CP)

USGS/New Mexico Bureau of Mines. Energy resources map of NEW MEXICO (Misc. Investigations Series map, I-1327, USGS). 1:500,000, 1 sht. $2.50 from USGS. (MFL)

1980 MISSOURI census maps. Brochure describing UM-Columbia Geography Extension Program's census map products from Dr. Gail S. Ludwig, Geography Extension Program, 4 Stewart Hall, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia MO 65211 (314) 882-7026. (from self-described "delighted new reader of base line" Wilmer H. Paine Jr. Ah, WHP, just the kind of thing tired old editors like to hear!)

World Oceans and Seas: Maritime claims by countries and categories: 200-nautical mile exclusive economic zones, by F. Webster McBrayne. $5. (+$1.50 handling & tube), or $1. (+ same) for blue-line working outline from Transemantics, Inc., 1828 L St. NW, Washington DC 20036 (NAK; info courtesy Michael Dulka, UN Map Collection--UN map of exclusive economic zone claims not presently avail.)

New Books

GENERAL


A meeting with the universe: science discoveries from the space program (NASA SP-177). #8433910 (MFL - "superb publication!")


American Topical Association. Map stamps of the world. ATA Handbook no. 104. $7.00 #882178.

(MFL)

Wilson, Derek A. The world atlas of treasure. London: Collins, 1981. #8307876. (MFL)

Directory of current cartographic research -- 2nd ed. $15. (non-members) from ACSM Publication Sales, 210 Little Falls St., Falls Church VA 22046 (MFL)
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Space images. NY : Lustrum Press, 1982. $27.95 hdbk. #8727753 (MLL).


"To come: a 2nd ed. of that treasure, The multilingual dictionary of technical terms in cartography--will include terms & definitions of ISBD(CM) in an appendix", says MLL.

Second international conference on geological information (May 1982, Golden). Proceedings, v.182. (OKLA Geol. Survey Special Pub. 82-4). ?cost (rec'd as part of registration fee); from OK Geol. Survey, Univ. of OK, 830 Van Vleet Oval, Rm. 163, Norman OK 73019 (MLL)

Big blue marble atlas (#5070) $9.95. #6423096 (MLL) (?from Ultime)


Barnes, John W. Basic geological mapping. $13.58 from Halstead Press, 605 3rd Ave., NY 10016

EUROPE

Electoral atlas of EUROPE, 1968-1981. $55., Butterworth Scientific. #8354043 (MLL)

Shifrin, Avraham. The first guidebook to prisons and concentration camps of the SOVIET UNION. Uhldingen, Switzerland : Stephanus Edition, 1980. #8170616 (MLL)


Asia, Africa & Pacific

The newest federalism: a new framework for coastal issues; ed. Thomas D. Sellovay. $19.95 ($+1.50 post.). Ctr. For Ocean Mgmt. Studies, U. Rhode Island, 19 Upper College Rd., Kingston RI 02881. #9164959 (INAK)


Checklist of AUSTRALIAN map catalogues and indexes. "This is a must-have directory for any map library that collects Australian maps. Just going through it, your editor discovered at least one publisher per page for whom the collection needed to have a brochure of items for sale. The directory is arranged geographically, beginning with Australian Capitol Territory, and proceeding from east to west in a non-alphabetic fashion. Under each area is an alpha listing of agencies and commercial publishers, with under each such major heading an alpha listing of that publisher's brochures of items for sale. After this portion of the directory comes an alpha listing of addresses, followed by a brief but workable index. Recommended. And inexpensive besides." ($4. post free?!) from Business Manager, Australian Map Curators, Circle, P.O. Box E133, Canberra A.C.T., 2600 Australia (MLL)

AMERICAS

This remarkable continent : an atlas of United States and Canadian society and cultures. College Station TX (77843) : Texas A&M U Press, 1982. #8366277 (everyone's favorite citation, coming from MLL, JC, and JR) "Happy map ogling!": p. viii.

Goodman, James M. The Navajo atlas. #8961057 or #8386632 (DLC) (MLL/JC) $22.50.

Hammond-Harwood House Atlas of historical maps of Maryland, 1608-1908. #8669434. (MLL) $37.50 also 2 portfolios: 4 maps (esp. Chesapeake Bay; $25.); 6 maps (4+ Baltimore & Annapolis; $35.)

Population estimates and maps for five-digit ZIP code areas in MINNESOTA. #8879331 (MLL) $5.

Franzwa, Gregory. Maps of the OREGON TRAIL. #8120325 (JC,MLL) $24.95.


Compact atlas of IDAHO. Moscow, ID : U of I (Cart-O-Graphics Lab), 1983. $20.95 from Center for Business Development and Research, Dept. G, Univ. of ID, Moscow ID 83843 (JC,MLL)

Univ. of Missouri. School of Forestry, Fisheries and Wildlife and the Missouri Conservation Dept. Forestry Division. Forest cover of MISSOURI. Jefferson City MO (2901 N. Ten Mile Drive, P.O. Box 180, 65102) : MO Conservation Dept., 1976? 115 sheets (114 county maps + 1 index/title) using county General Highway maps as base. (JC - his sent free via request to MO State Library).


Final report of the sixth Western States Conference on Geographic names, October 14-15 1982, Denver CO. ?cost from Colorado State Cartographer, 1313 Sherman, Denver CO (303) 866-3004 (MLL)

AMERICAS: cont.


Markham, W.E. Ice atlas: Canadian arctic waterways. 1981. #8296680. Also: Eastern Canadian seaboard. 1982. #9113052. (NY: Unipub, for both). (MLL)

Miles, Edward L. Atlas of marine use in the NORTH PACIFIC region. #8169671 (MLL)

From Associated Technologies of Arizona, 928 West Grant Road, Tucson AZ 85705 (602)792-4644: TUCSON subdivision atlas. 1982. $28. paper or microfilm; microfilm update available on contract for $100./year. Also: Metropolitan TUCSON street atlas. 1982. $4.95 (school districts, ZIP code zones; street plans for Green Valley and Ajo). (MLL)

Scarratt, D.J. CANADIAN Atlantic offshore fishery atlas. (Canadian special publication of fisheries and aquatic sciences 47). AS FS41-31/47f.; 9.60$C from Canadian Govt. Publishing Centre, Ottawa K1A 0S9 (cheque payable to Receiver General for Canada; also VISA or Mastercard) (MLL)

Stevens, Stanley D. Catalog of aerial photos by Fairchild Aerial Surveys, Inc. now in the collections of the Dept. of Geography, UCLA. 1st ed. limited to 25 copies; 2nd prtg. (25c) + 5 sets of microfiche free while supply lasts from Stevens, Univ. Libr., Univ. of Calif., Santa Cruz CA 95064. (MLL)

DeVorsey, Louis. The Georgia-South Carolina Boundary: a problem in historical geography. #7672772 (MLL)

Guide to USGS Geologic and hydrologic maps (formerly Guide to US government maps, geologic and hydrologic maps). $75. to publ. date; $95. thereafter, from Documents Index, Box 195, McLean VA 22101 (703) 356-2434 (MLL, JC)


Basque, Garnet. Addition for YUKON ghost town atlas. Sunfire Publ., Langley BC #9157721 (MLL)

Manton, John C. Victorian Roxborough: an architectural history (PHILADELPHIA). Available after 28 Feb 1983 from J.C. Manton Historical Research, P.O. Box 35044, Philadelphia PA 19128 (JP $25.00).

CORRECTIONS, ADDITIONS TO PREVIOUS base line CITATIONS:

Ordnance survey atlas of Great Britain. 19.43 from Country Life Books Dept. GS, Sanders Lodge Estate, Rushden, Northampton ENGLAND. (MLL)

Energy resources in California (Engineering & Environmental Div., California Energy Comm.), is $33.20; listed as free in 3:3, p. 57. (JC)

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE

JC reports that the National Geophysical Data Center would be happy to sell you a TectoniCube, showing earthquake epicenters plotted on self-adhesive map that sticks to the faces of regular puzzle cube; as Jim says, "This is the best use of one of those 1%6*+1 cubes I've ever heard of!" (address in Dealers Catalogs section).

Also from JC: On "Visual C" of the Southern Rio Grande Planning Area maps by BLM (OCLC 74044669; I 53,11;598), I found the following: "NOTE TO USER: This visual is NOT for legal purposes." (JC also notes)"THE SHSU Library's Order Dept. gave the Map Collection the award in 1982 for submitting orders requiring the most amount of staff time for the least dollar amount per order."

Quote from The New Yorker of a while back (itself quoting photo caption in Barre-Montpelier VT Times Argus):"The State Dept. of Libraries met recently in Montpelier to discuss designating highway route 108 in Stowe from Smugglers Notch to the Canadian border as "The 10th Mountain Division Memorial Library." Quoth the New Yorker: It's a lovely idea.
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Series authority records are included in the Library of Congress Name Authority records added to the OCLC data base. Approximately 1300 were added with the December 14-27 tapes. Series authority records have 42 as the year prefix in the control number (field 010). We cannot yet search under the 130, 430, or 530 fields, but some records can be searched if they have 400, 410, or 411 fields.

The Special Libraries Association Geography and Map Division Cataloging Committee plans to compile a directory of map catalogers. If you catalog maps, or know people who do, send name, address, telephone number, and bibliographic utility symbol to me.

The Catalog Form, Function, and Use Committee (an interdivisional committee within ALA) will be discussing the new NUC at one of its meetings in Los Angeles in June. The new format should have been available for a while before then, so I would appreciate your sending comments, suggestions, problems, etc. to me to bring up at that meeting if you cannot attend yourself. A representative from LC's Cataloging Distribution Service will be there to respond to the discussion.

The LC Information Bulletin for November 12, 1982 announces that LC has published Graphic Materials: Rules for Describing Original Items and Historical Collections, compiled by Elisabeth W. Betz of the Prints and Photographs Division. It is available for $12 from the Cataloging Distribution Service, Customer Service Section, Washington, D.C. 20541. Checks payable to "Chief, CDS."

The ON-Line Audiovisual Catalogers Newsletter reports that revision pages of the OCLC AV format were issued in October. Nancy Olson is preparing a manual of examples for how to catalog microcomputer software and videogames. The examples will be based on Chapter 9 of AACR2. Soldier Creek Press of Lake Crystal Minn. will soon be publishing Edward Swanson's A Manual of AACR2 Examples for Technical Reports.


Documents to the People, November 1982, includes "Recommendations and Commendations Approved by the Depository Library Council to the Public Printer, Alexandria, Virginia, September 22, 1982," with a section on "Bibliographic Control Committee." A discussion document is printed with areas for potential reduction in time spent on cataloging records.

The OCLC Newsletter, December 1982 reports that OCLC has loaded AV records through 1981. Nancy Olson has an article on cataloging micro software. She is working on this topic as a visiting scholar at OCLC.

Information Technology and Libraries, December 1982 contains a group of articles describing the University of California's online public access system in depth.
The RTSn/LC/CRG Institute on Library of Congress Subject Headings program lists meetings on Historical Introduction to Library of Congress Subject Headings and the Subject Cataloging Division, General Principles of Application, Model Headings and Freefloating Subdivisions, Geographic Names: basic construction and application, Geographic Names: subdivision by place and place names as subdivisions, Geographic Names: special problems, Subject headings in art, music, and law, Interpreting the Red Book (LCSH 9) and supplements, Problems with LC Subject Headings on Bibliographic Records, Subject Headings Automation at LC: Present status and future plans, and Automation: applications of LC data in the private sector. After the Los Angeles Institute February 24-26, 1983, Institutes will be held in San Antonio April 10-12, 1983; Washington, DC, May 19-21, 1983; and Boston, September 15-17, 1983. Applications can be obtained from RTSn Headquarters in Chicago.

The prices for the new NUC in microfiche for 1983:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSN</th>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0734-7650</td>
<td>8337100</td>
<td>NUC Books Indexes and Register</td>
<td>$350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0734-7642</td>
<td>8337300</td>
<td>NUC U.S. Books Indexes and Register</td>
<td>195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0734-7669</td>
<td>8337500</td>
<td>NUC AV Indexes and Register</td>
<td>23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0734-7634</td>
<td>8337700</td>
<td>NUC Cartographic Materials Indexes and Register</td>
<td>105.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0361-5251 8330700 NUC Register of Additional Locations 150.

Requests for information or orders can be sent to NUC Desk, Customer Services Section, Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., 20541. Checks should be made payable to "Chief, CDS,"

Among the topics discussed at 1983 Midwinter at the Committee on Cataloging:

- Description and Access meeting were: form of the glossary—should it be separate or still issued as part of AACR2? definite opinion that more terms should be defined; recommendations for added examples or changes in wording for some rules of concern to the Music Library Association catalogers; consideration of the qualifications for serials, as issued in an LC rule interpretation. Task Forces were continued or set up for discussion of additional music cataloging concerns; for review of an IFLA document on display of authority information in records; for consideration of qualifiers for serials in response to a document that will be prepared by Ben Tucker, Chief of the Office for Descriptive Cataloging Policy (related to making them follow ISDS guidelines, basically); for consideration of issues related to cataloging microcomputer software and video-games. More information on these in the next column.

Thanks to Mary Larsgaard for providing a number of items:

From OCLC users Council meeting minutes 82/9/20-21 82/10/08, p. 7: OCLC expects to load RLG member tapes by the end of 1982. (Has anyone noticed them yet or seen further information?)

Rumor: GPO will catalog Census maps (e.g. C3.223/11:980/.../maps) as accompanying material.

Australia, which has recently purchased WIN software package, will be producing a number of new formats, including one for maps (Max Borchardt, Technical Services Librarian, Aus. Bur. of Stats.—via Steve Hiller, Univ. of Washington) (via ML)


The AACCCCM Manual was cited in the LCIB 41(48): 392, 11/26/82.

A memo was sent by Patricia A. Malloy, Manager, Customer Installation & Support Section, OCLC, to Network Coordinators and Users Council Delegates re X-Ray Emissions...
from OCLC Terminals. Monitors in all models of OCLC videodisplay units have been certified to be in compliance with the radiation exposure rate limits as set forth in DHHS Radiation Performance Standards, 21 CFR, Subchapter J, (or in the equivalent prior versions) which states: "Radiation exposure rates produced by a television receiver shall not exceed 0.5 millicurie/cps per hour at a distance of five (5) centimeters from any point on the external surface of the receiver, as measured in accordance with this section."

Mary Larsgaard wrote John Wolter, Chief of the LC Geography and Map Division about a policy statement as to the availability of "the section of LC's G&M Authority File containing geographical names established as subjects" for publication in base line. SLA G&M's Professional Concerns Committee had recommended in 1979 that geographic names as subjects be made available in machine-readable form and that a new serial publication analogous to LC name headings be issued. LC G&M supports publication of a master list of LC approved place names; resolution of concepts as to definition and scope of types of geographic name headings to be included would be needed. Also more geographic names are appearing in the LCSH. AACR1 form of headings in the old AACR1 LC G&M Authority file are no longer valid in most instances. New AACR2 authorities are established and AACR1 authorities converted only for application to newly cataloged works. Therefore, the conversion of retrospective geographic names will be a gradual process. Publication of the AACR1 LC G&M Authority File is considered to be a dead issue.

Memo from Sharon Walbridge of OCLC to the OCLC Users Council re Tape loading at OCLC, dated Dec. 7, 1982: OCLC plans to begin tape loading by the end of 1982, with concentration initially on loading RLG member tapes, due to staff and system limitations. A narrow matching sequence will be used, with a single matching key, which may vary depending on format and content of the records to be considered. Records for which no match occurred or for which multiple matches occurred will be stored for re-examination later.

Much discussion was held at ALA Midwinter about the level of cataloging records needed for some materials, and what types of materials should be represented in a catalog. Some people felt minimal level cataloging records should be used only for materials which would never otherwise be available with any information in machine-readable form, others that much too much information appears on too many records. If any of you have experience with minimal level cataloging, please write me, and I can include your comments and ideas on the issue. The RASD Catalog Use Committee, with some co-sponsors, will be holding a program meeting in Los Angeles on the scope of the catalog; the Catalog Form, Function, and Use Committee will devote a large part of one of its business meetings to discussion of alternatives to traditional library catalogs, including, among other things, use of minimal level cataloging records. I'll have more notes from the Midwinter meetings in the next issue.

Please contact me with your comments, ideas, questions, contributions, etc., at P.O. Box 5803, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413. Thank you.

Duplicate Maps

Duplicate USGS 7.5' topographic maps for CA, ID, Mont., ND, Neb., SD, UT. If you need, send names of quads to Jim Walsh, Coe Library, University of Wyoming, University Stations, Box 3334, Laramie WY 82071 (307)766-2174. Jim also has numerous duplicate copies of DMA gazetteers.

SLA Geography and Map division Bulletins #68,69, 70, free from your Editor.
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Fri Jun 24
PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP/ Map cataloging: the basics of AACR II and cartographic materials. Led by Laura Macqueen, USGS, and Gil Baldwin, GPO. SEE LAST PAGE OF THIS ISSUE FOR REGISTRATION FORM

Sat Jun 25
GOVERNMENT MAPPING UPDATE (C gadget co-sponsoring) Gil Baldwin, GPO; Bernadine Hoduski, Jt. Cttee on Printing; Gary North, NCI; others.

11:30-12:30 CARTOGRAPHIC USERS ADVISORY COUNCIL: Feedback and input on the Government Mapping Update. Stan Stevens, chair. of CIAC will lead discussion.

2-4
WHAT NOW FROM THE UTILITIES? (MACERT on-line users task force) Penny Hattern, OCLC; Raymond P. DeBuse, WLN; Hoehn and Hudson (tentative!) RLG map conspectus report.

8-10
Executive Board and committee chairs.

Sun Jun 26
Publications Committee
9:30-11 BUSINESS MEETING I: Committee reports; New officers introduced.
11:30-12:30 Exhibits Committee

2-4
MAPPING THE TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST, PT. II. (RBMS co-sponsoring) Jim Coombs, S.W. Missouri St. Univ, "The Southw ost Route, Missouri to California!" Dr. John B. Garver, Jr., National Geographic Society, Advertising the Southwest--the 20th century perspective;" Professor Norman J.W. Thrower, UCLA, "Mapping the U.S.-Mexican border, from earliest reconnaissance surveys to Landsat Imagery."

4:30-5:30 Possible continuation of above with additional speaker--antiquarian map collector or dealer from L.A. area.

Mon Jun 27
CONTRIBUTED PAPERS SESSION

2-4
CONTINUING EDUCATION SESSION: A MOSAIC OF TOPICS.
David Cobb, U. ILL, Urbana-Champaign, "Reference service, map librarianship's forgotten topic;" Judy Rieke, Texas A & M, "Aerial photographs--ways to understand and use them;" Daniel T. Seldin, Indiana U., "The L.C. Summer Map Project."

4:30-5:30 THE MAPPING AND GEOGRAPHY OF WINE (TICKETED EVENT)
Phil Hoehn, UC, Berkeley, and Mary Laragaard, Colorado School of Mines, lead us on a tour of viticultural cartography. Limited attendance, wine tasting is hopefully in the works! Tickets available at Business Meeting I. THERE WILL BE A FEE ($5? $10? we don't know yet)

Tu Jun 28
BUSINESS MEETING II: Committee appointments, Installation of new officers.
11:30-
EXECUTIVE BOARD LUNCH & DEBRIEFING (FLAVORED WITH CALIFORNIA VINO!)
Conferences

And yet more on ALA. Arlyn Sherwood, our liaison to ALA/RASD, has sent in the RASD schedule:

- Free-lance (for profit reference services) - Monday, June 27, 2-5:30 pm
- Reference tools (awards ceremony) - Sunday, June 26, 8-10 pm
- Indexing television news and newspapers - Monday, June 27, 9:30-12:30
- Online information retrieval - June 26, 9:30-12:30
- Listening skills - June 26, 2-5:30 pm
- Information provision on workplace health conditions - June 28, 2-4 pm
- Effect on public services of special bibliographic record files - June 27, 9:30-12:30

AMICOS Map Tagging/Cataloging Workshop, March 22-23, 1983, Dallas area; Mary Larsgaard and Betsy Mangan presiding; contact AMICOS (Sean O'Dohery, 214/750-6130)

Maps and Atlases in Libraries: an Introduction, April 7, Wilki Memorial Building, New York City; Charles Cummins of Neward Pl., Nancy Kandoln of NYPL, JFP of FLOP, and Lawrence Spellman of Princeton U.; write/call METRO, 209 West 23rd Street, NY 10011 (212/960-8580)

National Online Meeting, April 12-14, Sheraton Centre Hotel, NY; LearnEd IN., 143 Old Marlton Pike, Medford, NJ 08055 (609/654-6266)

Map Cataloging Workshop, April 21-22, San Jose State University; Mary Larsgaard and Gary Fitzpatrick for this one; bring your copy of AACCC manual ($40 from ALA); registration fee is $20 includes natural scale indicator and USGS 1-1402 ($15 if you already have both); check payable to Western Association of Map Libraries; send to Stan Stevens, University Library, University of California, Santa Cruz 95064; deadline is 3/1/83; contact Donna Koeppe, Denver Public Library, 303/571-2130.

Special Libraries Association, New Orleans, June 4-9, 1983; Geography & Map Division program:
- Sunday, June 5 G&M Division Executive Board Meeting; open house
- Monday, June 6 G&M Division committee reports & discussion
  - G&M Division representative reports
  - G&M Division annual business meeting
  - Reports from kindred organizations
  - Map Online Users Group - informal meeting
- Tuesday, June 7 Field Trip 1: New Orleans' nineteenth century townscapes:
  - Program and tours to be held at Louisiana State Museum, U.S. Mint Bldg., and Historic New Orleans Collection
  - "Plantations, transportation, and industry: the changing face of Louisiana;" Joseph D. Castle
  - "New Orleans: a survey of urban growth through maps;" John A. Mahe II
  - Tour of LHC's research collections, and of HNOC's collections.
- Wednesday, June 8 G&M Division luncheon program: "Old river and coastal Louisiana," Col. Robert C. Lee

Contributed papers:
- "Which maps to use for what: some map selection guidelines," Muriel Strickland
- "Removing barriers to geologic maps for non-geologists," Charlotte Derksen & Sandra N. Ward
- "Exploiting cartobibliographic resources in the social and natural sciences," Kathleen Azr
- "Indians of the Gulf Coast region, as recorded on maps in the Sang Collection, Morris Library, Southern Illinois University," Jean Ray

Meet with Chairs of Division's Committees for 1982-83.

Field Trip 2: fireboat trip; San Francisco Plantation
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International Congress on the Portuguese Discoveries and Renaissance Europe, Lisbon, 19-26 June; Fourth International Congress on the History of Navigation and Hydrography, Sagres, Portugal, 3-8 July; for further information - Cultural Counsellor, Embassy of Portugal, 2310 Tracy Place, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20008.

9th International symposium on machine processing of remotely sensed data will be held June 21-23 at Purdue University; D.B. Morrison, Purdue, 1220 Potter Drive, West Lafayette IN 47906.

1983 National Computer Graphics Association conference will be held in Chicago June 27-30 at McCormick Place; Cade Ross, NCQA, 8401 Arlington Blvd., Fairfax, VA 22031 (703)698-9600.


Remembrances of Conferences Past

No date given - but the joint European Geophysical Society and the European Seismological Commission held a meeting at the University of Leeds that included a session, "Seismotectonics - with workshop on seismotectonic maps;" see Eos 63(51):1242.

Society for the History of Discoveries, Nov. 4-6, 1982, Madison WI: "The last frontier: the Bour settlements in southern Angola" "Isla Fuerte on the Juan de la Cosa Mapamundi of 1503."  "The impact of the LaSalle expedition of 1682 on European cartograph" "Early nineteenth-century charting of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River" "The rhumb grid of early portolan charts: speculations regarding origin & construction" "The carto-historian as exegete: the case for Ptolemy" "Polar points of view: historical trends in the orientation of azimuthal maps of the Arctic region" David Woodward, Local Arrangements Chair, also chaired a session of three papers on the Vinland map.

No papers will be published from the conference, "The geography of the oceans", Oct.17-20, American Congress on Surveying and Mapping/American Society of Photogrammetry - Denver Chapter, annual(?) meeting, Denver, January 13-14.

I'm reporting on this more to encourage you to go to your local chapter's meetings. At this one, I heard presentations on USGS's 3-d effect geological map of Yellowstone Going-To-The-Sun highway (projected cost: about $100,000), Larimer County (CO) mapping, Jefferson County (CO) mapping, what to know before purchasing a mini-computer, trends in digital cartography; and got lots of local map gossip - no more State Cartographer (office out of existence as of mid-Jan.); no atlas of Colorado (firm withdrew its support); and list of CO city maps held by the Colorado Dept. of Highways, noting what years they have. Well worth my time.

JOBS
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MAP & GEOGRAPHY ROUND TABLE

Draft
January 1983

CONSTITUTION

Article II: Name

The name of this organization shall be the Map & Geography Round Table of the American Library Association.

Article III: Purpose

The purpose of this organization shall be 1) to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas by persons working with or interested in map and geography collections and information systems; 2) to provide a forum to increase the availability, use and bibliographic control of map and geography collections and information systems; 3) to increase communication and cooperation between map and geography librarians and other librarians and information specialists; 4) to contribute to the improvement of education and training of map and geography information specialists.

Article III: Membership

Any person, library, or other organization being a member of the American Library Association and interested in cartographic information may become a member upon payment of the dues provided in the Bylaws.

Article IV: Officers

Sec. 1 - The officers of this organization shall be a Chair, a Chair-elect who shall serve as Vice-Chair, a Secretary and a Treasurer, and the immediate Past-Chair, all of whom shall be personal members of the Map & Geography Round Table.

Sec. 2 - The term of office for Chair and Vice-Chair shall be three years; one as Vice-Chair/Chair-elect, one year as Chair, and one year as Past-Chair. Persons shall be eligible for re-election only after a minimum of one year out of office.

Sec. 3 - The term for Secretary and Treasurer shall be two years. Persons shall be eligible for re-election only after a minimum interval of one year out of office.

Article V: Executive Board

Sec. 1 - There shall be an Executive Board consisting of the elected officers, Standing Committee Chairs, and non-voting representatives from designated organizations.

Sec. 2 - Invitations to name a representative to serve as non-voting members shall be extended to the following organizations:

A. Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division.
B. Special Libraries Association, Geography and Map Division.
E. Western Association of Map Libraries.

Sec. 3 - Non-voting memberships will be reviewed periodically in order to maintain the most productive and useful input from other organizations with similar or related interests. Persons representing other organizations may be invited to attend meetings at the discretion of the Executive Board.

Sec. 4 - The Executive Board shall have the responsibility of:

A. General supervision of the affairs of the organization between membership meetings.

B. Submitting projects or endorsing projects submitted by committees of the Round Table.

C. Soliciting volunteers and appointing members to ALA unit positions which accrue to the Chair Ex-officio and to committees to assist the ALA Council in meeting its organizational responsibilities.

D. Reporting all action of the Executive Board at the annual and midwinter meetings
E. Acting as the advisory group to the Chair.

Article VI: Meetings

Sec. 1 - The annual meeting of the Map & Geography Round Table shall take place during the Annual Conference of the American Library Association and shall include a report of the Executive Board to the members on its activities during the interval between membership meetings.

Sec. 2 - The Executive Board shall meet during the Annual Conference and the Midwinter meeting of the American Library Association and at other times deemed necessary by the Chair.

Sec. 3 - At membership meetings a quorum shall consist of those personal members present.

Sec. 4 - A majority of the elected officers of the Executive Board shall constitute a quorum at their meetings.

Sec. 5 - Meetings of this organization shall be governed by Robert's Rules of Order, Revised, in the latest edition.

Article VIII: Committees & Task Forces

Sec. 1 - All committees shall be composed of personal members of the Map & Geography Round Table.

Sec. 2 - Standing committees may be authorized by the Executive Board for consideration of matters requiring continuous attention. Members of standing committees shall be appointed as specified in the By-Laws.

Sec. 3 - Task forces may be created for the performance of particular assignments and discontinued as specified in the By-Laws.

Article VIII: Finances

Sec. 1 - Funds to support the Map & Geography Round Table will come from the dues of general memberships, publications, workshops, and voluntary contributions. Dues for personal members, institutional members, and affiliate groups shall be determined by the Executive Board with the approval of the membership at the annual meeting.

Article IX: Amendments

Sec. 1 - Amendments to this Constitution shall be proposed in writing and may be initiated by either the Executive Board or by any personal member.

Sec. 2 - Amendments may be voted on only after members have been informed by printed notice of such proposed amendments at least thirty and no longer than ninety days before presentation of the amendments for approval.

Sec. 3 - This Constitution may be amended in either of two ways:

A. By a two-thirds vote of the members present and voting at the next annual meeting following proper notice of such an amendment, or,

B. By a majority vote of the entire membership conducted by mail ballot if such be requested by a majority of the members present at any annual meeting.

Article X: By-Laws

Sec. 1 - The members of the Map & Geography Round Table shall adopt By-Laws, or may amend or repeal existing By-Laws not inconsistent with this Constitution, by a majority vote of the members present and voting at any annual meeting, or by a majority vote of the entire membership conducted by mail ballot, provided that members have been informed by printed notice of such proposed amendments at least thirty and not more than ninety days before presentation of the amendments for approval.

BY-LAWS

Article I: Dues

Sec. 1 - Annual dues for individual members shall be $7.00 to be collected by the American Library Association through its regular membership channels.

Sec. 2 - Annual dues for organizations, institutional members and affiliate groups shall be $10.00.
Article III: Committees & Task Forces

Sec. 1 - Members of standing committees and task forces shall be appointed by the Chair of the Round Table who will designate one member as chair. Appointments for standing committees shall be for two years, these terms overlapping so that not all members shall be retired in any one year.

Sec. 2 - The Executive Board shall create and discontinue standing committees and task forces as required. All committees and task forces will submit annual reports and all committees and task forces will be evaluated annually.

Article III: Nominations and Elections

Sec. 1 - The Chair shall appoint a special Nomination Committee of not fewer than three persons, one of whom shall be a member of the Executive Board.

Sec. 2 - The Nomination Committee shall consult prior to the annual meeting to nominate for the office of Chair and, in alternate years, shall nominate for the office of Secretary and Treasurer.

Sec. 3 - All nominees shall be personal members of the Round Table at the time of nomination.

Sec. 4 - The Nomination Committee shall obtain the written consent of the nominees, and biographical information forms in accordance with regular ALA election procedures.

Sec. 5 - Elections for the Map & Geography Round Table will be held according to standard ALA procedures.

Sec. 6 - Officers-elect assume office at the end of the annual business meeting.

Article IV: Duties of Office

Sec. 1 - The Chair shall be chief executive officer of the Map & Geography Round Table and Chair of the Executive Board. The Chair shall appoint all committee chairs and their members, delegate duties as he/she deems appropriate, and shall exercise general supervision over the affairs of the organization.

Sec. 2 - The Chair-elect shall assume the responsibilities and perform the duties of the Chair in the event of absence, death, disability, or resignation of the Chair and shall serve as Chair in the year following the term as Chair-elect. The Chair-elect shall plan the Round Table's programs and conference arrangements for the following annual conference, that is, two years from the date the Chair-elect assumes office.

Sec. 3 - The Secretary and Treasurer shall perform their duties as outlined in Robert's Rules of Order, Revised.

Sec. 4 - The immediate Past-Chair shall serve as a member of the Executive Board for the year following the term of office as Chair.

Sec. 5 - In the event of death, disability, or resignation of the Chair-elect, the Executive Board shall appoint an Elections Committee whose task will be to seek nominations and hold a special election by mail ballot.

Sec. 6 - In the case of death, disability, or resignation of any other member of the Executive Board, the Board may appoint a successor, if succession is not otherwise provided for in these By-Laws, to serve until the next regular elections.

Doubtless you're all wondering why I put the above in; it's because there are changes, we must vote on them this July, and I wanted to be sure to make the 60 (or is it 90?) day stricture on its being published before it may be voted on. Also, there was so much other official news, that I could not conceivably fit in, that I decided this might as well run this issue instead of next.
The Map Online Users Group is no longer fee-free; if you think you're a member, and haven't received a form (requesting that you pay $5) by about early March, send to David McQuillan, Treasurer, MOUG, Map Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia SC 29208, and he'll put you on the mailing list.

Kathleen Eisenbeis very kindly sent me a copy of the proposed draft for the National Ocean Survey legislation in re prices of nautical charts. Let me know if you'd like to read it, and I'll send you a loaner. (Try #45/chart on for size.)

JBPost says thanks to MAGERT members for sending him campus maps; he says also, "This project will now occupy my time and I hereby offer to MAGERT members" some other research ideas - atlas of museum/gallery floor plans; prison plans; he would like to be mentioned in the acknowledgments if you're brave enough to take either on, and will also offer suggestions on setting up the bureaucracies of such projects.

The remaining map sheets of Mexico in the 1:250 000 Unified Hemispheric Mapping series have been completed. Details? Robert L. Senter, PATCH Program Manager, DMA IAGS, Bldg. 144, Fort Sam Houston TX 78234 (512)221-4622/7074.

MAGERT gave to Celeste Lavelli (our former liaison at ALA HQ, whose position was cut I believe last month) a silver fluted bowl, plus promises to write her letters of recommendation if she needs them.

The first DMA maps to be shipped by USGS arrived at my establishment on 2/2/83.

Oh, good! The LC Geography and Map Division Summer Project lives on! If you're interested, write Ralph Ehrenberg, Assistant Chief, LCG&M, DC 20540.

Something has been going on in re aerial photography - a new program, called NIAP (National/High Altitude Aerial Photography?); led by USGS, it's an attempt to acquire multipurpose ap over the 48 conterminous US states.

The Circum-Pacific Map Project began in 1973 with an ambitious mission of preparing 20 maps in 4 series (geography; geology; tectonics; resources) of the Pacific; has now extended itself to 43 maps in 8 series, including geodynamics, and a few other items. See Geotimes Dec. 1982 p.23 for details.

New address: Distribution Branch, Physical Science Service Section, ATTN: N/CG3341, Riverdale MD 20737.

Preservation

The University of Washington Libraries in Seattle has been awarded a $250,000 grant from the US Dept. of Ed. to preserve maps and newspapers important to the historical study of the Pacific Northwest region; 15-month project, to deal with about 5000 maps produced 1552-1939. Details? Gary L. Menges, Associate Director of Libraries, Public Services, University of Washington Libraries, Seattle WA 98195.

1. How do you reproduce geologic maps? (or any colored map)
2. Do you circulate maps? If yes, why? If no, why?
3. What are you doing with GNTS microfiche (keep with maps?)
NEW PERIODICAL ARTICLES


Business role for geography (In "Careers" by Elizabeth M. Fowler). NYT, Wed. 1/5/83, business section (JBP)


Mark S. Monmonier of Dept. of Geography, Syracuse U., will become Editor of the American Cartographer with the April 1983 issue.

SLA Geography and Map Division Bulletin, #130, Dec. 1982:
Maps: who uses them / by Gary North
Design and implementation of the Milwaukee Public Museum's automated map catalog / by Patricia Laughlin
International Federation of Library Associations / by Mary Murphy
Index to Bulletins 127-130 / by Mary Murphy
- plus usual features; see especially p. 52-54, which lists map series available on depository from CPO,

Association of Canadian Map Libraries Information Bulletin #44, 9/82:
ACML 16th annual conference papers:
- Perspectives on cooperation from an international point of view / by E.H. van de Waal
- Cataloguing map series / by Karen Lochhead
- Telidon and maps: a library experiment / by Barbara Farrell
- Video discs and maps / by Dennis Hole
- Remotely sensed imagery in a research map library / by Larry G. Carver
- DOBIS/LIBIS and cartographic materials at university libraries in Alberta / by Bob Batchelder
- ThePHOENIX on-line retrieval system and maps / by Elizabeth Hamilton
- Map cataloguing activities at the University of Waterloo / by Richard H. Pineill
- plus usual features

Archivaria (Assoc. of Canadian Archivists) #13 is on cartographic archives.


Photo interpretation (81-4) features several examples of radar imagery obtained from SEASAT.

Some good articles in January 1983 Special Libraries:
- How to integrate and manage new technology in the library
- The videodisc as a library tool.

DEALERS' CATALOGS

Pennwell Publishing Co., Map Division includes new oil and gas maps of various parts of world. POBox 21278, Tulsa OK 74121.

National Geophysical Data Center (1/83) pubs lists includes many maps (Code E/GC1, 325 Broadway Boulder CO 80303).
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Barnes and Noble Sale catalog for 1983 includes a good many atlases, plus Fodor guides (126 5th Ave., NY 10011).

(All of the preceding sent in by JC)

The Conquest of Indian America, a multiple use 43 map/chart series; Historic Indian Publishers, 1404 Sunset Drive, POBox 16074, Salt Lake City UT 84116.


Where And How... to obtain Canadian government publications. July 1982 issue is from Supply and Services Canada, Canadian Government Publishing Centre, Ottawa K1A 0S9 (819)997-5155.

Cartographica curiosa 2. Handsome catalog from Stephanie Hoppen, The Studio, 17 Walton Street, London SW3 2HX.

L.S. Straight, 101 Maple Street, Weehawken NJ 07087 has out catalogue no. 344, "Americana."

Unipub, 1180 Avenue of the Americas, NY 10036 has out a small brochure called, "Ask for the world," on atlases. Mostly.

Special 1983 maps catalog. Forsyth Travel Library, 9154 West 57th Street, POBox 2975, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201.

GREAT MOMENTS IN MAP LIBRARIANSHIP

THIS MAP IS JUST WHAT I NEED! CAN I BUY IT FROM YOU? IF I HEAR THAT QUESTION ONE MORE TIME, I'LL... I'LL...

SOMEONE TOLD ME YOU HAVE ROAD MAPS! CAN I BUY ONE?

SALE!

TOPO-T-SHIRTS!

ONLY $10!

HI! I'VE HEARD YOU HAVE ROAD MAPS. CAN I JUST BORROW ONE FOR A WHILE?

MOONLIGHT MAP SERVICE
THE MAP DEALER IS HERE

US MAPS
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JC 1/83
MAGERT is planning a pre-conference workshop on map cataloging for Los Angeles. The objective is to provide guidance and assistance for librarians and technical staff new to map cataloging, or to those who are not full time map catalogers, in the ways and means of map cataloging. This is a basic workshop, covering aspects of map cataloging that differ from monograph cataloging. The workshop, scheduled for Friday, June 24, all day, is limited to 30 participants to allow for "hands-on" experience cataloging maps. The text for the workshop will be Cartographic Materials, a manual of interpretation for AACR II (Chicago, ALA, 1982) $40, which participants are expected to bring. Registration fees are $75 for ALA RTSD and/or MAGERT personal members, $85 for ALA personal members, and $95 for non-ALA members, and cover pre-prepared materials, map scale indicators, and coffee breaks. Gil Baldwin of the Government Printing Office and Laura MacQueen of the U.S. Geological Survey Library, will be co-leaders of the workshop. To register send check (payable to the American Library Association) to cover the costs of the MAGERT/RTSD Map Cataloging Pre-Conference Workshop to MAGERT/RTSD Map Cataloging Workshop, American Library Association, RTSD, 50 E. Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60611. Registration deadline is April 15, 1983. No refunds are extended to "no-shows,"or to cancellations after May 1. Cancellations are subject to a $15 processing fee. Minimum attendance for pre-conference is 20.
WE OFFER THE UN-USUAL!

"The Roadmap to Lost Mines and Buried Treasures of California" 127 stories, clues, and locations. Folded: $5.00, rolled, $5.50

"The Roadmap to California's Lost Ghost-Towns and Mining Camps" 460 sites shown and indexed. Priced as above

"The map of Earthquake Faults of California" 250 major faults traced and named on a roadmap. Priced as above.

The book of Earthquakes and Earthquake Faults of California 330 faults discussed, traced, and identified, plus a history of major quakes. $5.00

"Map of Pioneer Trails, 1541-1867" American from the Great Lakes west, including upper Mexico. Large! folded: $5.00, rolled $6.00